TREVI GROUP celebrates forty years in Argentina
In 2011 record sales in the country

TREVI Group has been historically present in Argentina with two distinctive companies:
Pilotes Trevi, 40 years involved in the industry of the large ground works and Petreven
offering oil drilling services to large oil companies since 7 years.
Pilotes Trevi, that celebrates during these days the 40th anniversary of its foundation,
has participated to the execution of important national projects that have left a mark in
the history of the large infrastructural works in Argentina, among which the bridges
Rosario Victoria, Zarate, Brazo Largo, de La Mujer and the large dams of Caracoles,
Yaciretá, Limay, Potrerillos. The involvement of Piliotes Trevi included the execution of
many ports and harbor works.

By the end of 2011, the Group is expected to reach its record sales in Argentina of 100
million dollars, an increase of 11% with respect to 2010.
These results were the consequence of numerous investments carried out by the Group
in these latest years. It’s important to note that from 2006 to this day, the Group has
invested in machinery and equipment, more than 53 million dollars only in Argentina
and 21 million in Chile. The outcome is that the company holds numerous and
innovative equipment for a large range of technologies that allow the execution of
foundations works, treatment and ground consolidation and the most innovative
equipment for oil drilling as well.
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It’s worth to recall that in Argentina, the company manages all the projects carried out
in Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia and Brazil.
“One of our major assets is human resources

commented Ruben Moleon, managing

director of Pilotes Trevi 7, consisting of a team of professionals

with more than 30

years of experience in our company in which they learned the leading technologies in
the reference sector in order to transfer them today to the local market. Between
Argentina and Chile we can count on about 700 people”.

About TREVI GROUP:

Trevi Group is a worldwide leader in the field of soil engineering (special foundations, tunnel
excavation, soil consolidation and the building and marketing of special rigs and equipment
relevant to this engineering sector); the Group is also active in the drilling sector (oil, gas and
water) both in the production of plant and the supply of services, and it also builds automated
underground car parks. The Group was established in Cesena in 1957 and today has more than
30 branches and is present in over 80 countries. Its success is due to the vertical integration of
the main divisions making up the Group: Trevi, the division that supplies special services in the
field of soil engineering, Petreven, the oil drilling division of the Group, Soilmec, the division
that produces and develops plant and machinery for soil engineering and Drillmec the division
that produces and develops drilling rigs (oil, gas and water).
The parent company TREVI – Finanziaria Industriale Spa has been listed on the Milan stock
exchange since July 1999.
The key financial figures for 2010 are: Total revenues of €952.9 million, EBITDA of €137.3
million (margin of 14.4%), EBIT of €84.3 million (margin of 8.8%), and NET PROFIT of €46.4
million.
More information can be found on the website: www.trevifin.com.

Cesena, 14 October 2011
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